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Abstract: Web services are increasingly used to integrate heterogeneous and autonomous applications in cross-organizational cooperations. A key problem is to
support a high execution quality of complex cooperative processes, e.g. in e-business or health care. One important aspect that has received little attention so far
is the dynamic handling of exceptions during process execution. To address this
problem, we propose a rule-based approach to automatically control and enforce
quality constraints for web-service-based cooperative processes.

1 Introduction
The cooperation of companies and organizations leads to a rise of cooperative business
processes integrating autonomous and heterogeneous applications of different organizations. Web services are increasingly used to facilitate such an application integration.
Web services encapsulate applications and provide a machine-readable, XML-based interface for application calls [1], hence allowing the service providers to preserve their
autonomy. Currently, web services typically realize only simple functions such as database queries. However, they can also be used to encapsulate complex legacy applications or entire workflows. To implement real-world cooperative processes a large
number of web services of different complexity and from independent providers may
have to be integrated. For instance, in a collaborative fulfillment process different partners cooperate to fulfill a customer’s order (e.g. for assembling a PC) according to specified delivery time and other quality constraints. Other examples include treatment of a
patient by different physicians and hospitals or a travel-booking process containing several services for booking a flight, hotel, etc. Ensuring that such processes reliably serve
their purpose is challenging due to the high degree of autonomy and heterogeneity of
the cooperation partners. It implies achieving a high quality of web service execution
which is affected by various quality characteristics on services such as response time,
cost, location, or constraints on service input and output parameters (e.g., price limits,
product configurations or delivery deadlines).
Supporting quality of service for web services has found considerable interest recently. Several studies focus on the dynamic selection of the best provider for a particular web service (e.g. [2],[3]), others on dynamic resource management (e.g., load
balancing) to support sufficiently fast web service execution (e.g. [2],[4]). [5] proposes
the use of semantic service descriptions, e.g. to improve dynamic service selection. Several researchers studied cooperative business processes in the form of interorganization-

al workflows (e.g. [6],[7],[8],[9]) assuming a tight coupling between the cooperation
partners. Newer studies address web-service-based cooperative processes (e.g.
[10],[11],[12]) which offer more autonomy for the partners. However, most approaches
lack flexible exception handling mechanisms to support the execution quality of cooperative processes. BPEL4WS (Business Process Execution Language for Web Services)
is a proposed standard for defining business processes by integration of web services
[12]. It supports a basic exception handling by checking whether predefined fault messages or time-outs occur for web services at particular process steps. Such exceptions
are to be handled by calling compensating or alternative services. However, exceptions
that are not covered by fault messages (e.g., violations of quality constraints) and which
not only occur at predefined process steps cannot be handled adequately. Hence, a more
flexible exception handling approach is needed to adequately support the execution
quality and robustness of cooperative processes.
We present a new approach to dynamic exception handling in web-service-based
processes that supports the specification of quality constraints for services, in addition
to conditions a service may offer itself. A rule-based approach is used to handle exceptions such as the violation of constraints or other events (e.g. service faults) occurring
during process execution. In section 2 we give an overview of the Web-Flow architecture implementing the new exception handling approach within a dedicated component
that can be used together with different web service process engines. Section 3 presents
a classification of the quality constraints to be supported. Dynamic exception handling
is discussed in section 4; section 5 closes with an outlook on future work.

2 Web-Flow Architecture
The Web-Flow system aims at offering quality support for cooperative business processes integrating web services available locally or provided by external partners. It
separates monitoring and exception handling functionality within a dedicated component, MaX (Monitoring and eXception handling). This is to allow a generic solution that
can be used in combination with different process execution engines for definition and
execution of cooperative processes (see Fig. 1). The process execution engine uses a
web service environment to call local and external web services encapsulating simple
application programs or entire workflows. Alternatively, external services may be
called over the process engine of the partner. Services are assumed to provide a WSDL
(Web Service Description Language, [13]) interface, if necessary through a wrapper
(e.g. for workflows).
Cooperative processes may be specified according to two major cooperation models. In a simple cooperation model, a cooperative process corresponds to a workflow
whose activities may refer to external web services. Thus, the providers of the integrated services do not know the overall process. In a complex cooperation model, the involved partners agree on a cooperative process (including the services used and the
order in which they are called). The partners have an equivalent functionality and interact in a peer-to-peer fashion. This implies a reduced autonomy because changes on the
cooperative process have to be coordinated between the partners. Web-Flow is to support both cooperation models: the first model can be supported by using the web service
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Fig. 1. Web-Flow architecture

functionality, the second by exploiting the direct communication between process engines (Fig. 1). Initially we focus on the simple cooperation model with one partner controlling the cooperative process. This approach supports maximal autonomy for service
providers but implies that quality monitoring and exception handling have largely to be
performed by the node controlling the cooperative process.
The Web-Flow MaX component has four core parts:
- The constraint and rule definition part is used to specify quality constraints for
service calls and exception handling rules for events occurring during process execution. The specification has to be done manually, e.g. during process definition.
- The constraint and event monitoring checks whether called services violate any
quality constraint or whether any other event (e.g., a fault message or a specific
database update) occurs.
- The exception handling part uses the specified rules to determine whether an event
constitutes an exception and how the exception should be handled. The main goal
of the exception handling is to successfully continue the cooperative process so
that quality constraints are met to the largest extent possible. This may require
actions such as execution of additional services or adapting the process to compensate for the effects of the exception.
- A logging component records all events and exceptions together with the performed handling. The goal is to use this data for process optimization, in particular
to provide recommendations for a manual exception handling and to eventually
provide input for defining new exception handling rules.
Further components of the architecture are the web service search to use service directories for finding appropriate providers for a task to be executed, and the Web-Flow
metadata repository maintaining metadata such as constraints and rules for quality
monitoring and exception handling. Information about the cooperative processes and

the used services can be derived from the process database.
The Web-Flow MaX component uses a multilevel approach for exception handling.
First, exception handling may take place at the site where a web service is executed, either by the web service itself or by the Web-Flow MaX component of the partner. For
instance, a web service searching for offers in a particular price range may check the
offers before returning them and perform a new search if no suitable results are found.
Such mechanisms are typically invisible for the service user but require a sophisticated
web service which cannot always be assumed. Therefore, additional levels of exception
handling take place in the cooperative process and by the Web-Flow MaX component
of the site invoking a remote web service. The Web-Flow MaX exception handling is
largely independent of the respective web service implementations (i.e., can also be
used for legacy applications wrapped as web services) and process specifications and
thus enables enforcement of general exception handling policies.
A rule-based approach has the advantage that the standard process definition is
clearly separated from the exception rules, therefore facilitating the readability and
maintenance of both. Furthermore, necessary actions are not derived until an exception
really occurs, so changes in business policies, laws, etc. can be taken into account without changes in the process definition.

3 Quality Constraints
Based on an analysis of different cooperative business process scenarios and on previous constraint classifications (e.g., [2]) we have identified several types of web-servicerelated quality constraints to be supported in Web-Flow:
- Metadata constraints refer to conditions on the description of web services, e.g. on
the services’ UDDI (Universal Description, Discovery and Integration, [14]) or
WSDL metadata. Such constraints can restrict many different aspects, e.g. the provider of a service (specific companies, specific geographic locations,...) or a fee
that may have to be paid for using a service (cost constraint).
- Execution constraints refer to conditions on the physical execution of web services, in particular response time limits or maximal number of re-trials for failed
executions. Response time constraints specify the maximal waiting time for an
answer from a service either as a fixed point in time (date) or as a time interval.
- Input constraints pose conditions on the input parameters of a web service call.
- Result constraints specify conditions on the result of a web service execution.
These conditions typically refer to the XML documents returned by a service.
They can be used to check whether the delivery time or price for a product is in an
acceptable range or whether a returned product configuration matches the user
requirements.
Metadata constraints refer to rather static information, which is specified when a service is registered. These constraints are primarily useful for service selection, i.e. to find
a suitable service during process execution or after an exception has occurred. The other
types of constraints are more dynamic in the sense that they refer to information related
to the actual execution of web services (not only specification). They are of primary rel-

<service name="HotelSearchService">
<operation operationName="hotelReservation">
<resultConstraint name="RC1"
scope="HotelSearchService:hotelReservation"
strictness="high">
<parameterCondition>
<lessEqual>
<leftOperand>
<xPathQuery>/hotelDetails/maximumPrice</xPathQuery>
<parameter name="hotelReservationRequest" type="Input"/>
</leftOperand>
<rightOperand>
<xPathQuery> /reservation/reservationDetails/price</xPathQuery>
<parameter name="hotelReservationResponse" type="Output"/>
</rightOperand>
</lessEqual>
</parameterCondition>
</resultConstraint>
</operation>
...
</service>

Fig. 2. Sample result constraint

evance for dynamic exception handling.
There are several additional properties which characterize quality constraints and
their use:
- Monitoring: Dynamic quality constraints (response time, input, result constraints)
may either be monitored at the consumer side or at the provider side of a service.
The first alternative is typical for a simple cooperation model preserving a high
autonomy of service providers. A complex cooperation model may support both
approaches.
- Strictness: Constraints may be mandatory or only desirable (high vs. low strictness). A service violating a constraint of the latter type may thus still be useful.
- Scope: Quality constraints typically refer to a particular service or a service operation, but may also relate to a particular process or user. In addition, there may be
global constraints applying to several or all services, e.g. to enforce companywide regulations on eligible service providers / cooperation partners or to specify a
default value for maximal response times. Moreover, a constraint may be contextdependent, i.e. it should only apply if a service is used in a process under certain
conditions, e.g. depending on preceding service calls. For instance, in a medical
context the allowed ranges for a blood value may depend on the drugs applied
beforehand.
In Web-Flow, a declarative XML-based specification has been defined for each type of
quality constraint. Constraints are specified as logical comparison predicates which can
be combined to a more complex condition using boolean AND, OR and NOT operators.
The XML fragment in Fig. 2 shows an operation-specific result constraint that specifies
that the price for a reserved hotel room has to be less or equal than the maximal price
specified by the user. To check this constraint the output document of the operation has

to be compared to the input document previously used to call the web service. Therefore
the data of the input document has to be stored until the service returns a response and
the constraint can be evaluated. The xPathQuery tag specifies which part of the document specified by the parameter tag has to be used for evaluation.
All quality constraints are defined in the constraint and rule definition component
of the Web-Flow MaX and are maintained in the Web-Flow metadata repository. Service and operation specific quality constraints are saved in the Web-Flow extended service description (*.wesd). Process specific constraints are part of the Web-Flow
extended process description (*.wepd) of a cooperative process. Global constraints are
maintained separately.

4 Dynamic Exception Handling
Dynamic exception handling in Web-Flow is based on a rule-based approach using
Event-Condition-Action (ECA) rules (as e.g. used in active database systems [15]).
Events that may result in an exception include time-outs, web service calls, reception of
web service output or fault messages, or manual notifications by e-mail or phone call.
Furthermore, database updates (e.g., in a database with customer data or appointments)
can also be events. Events are detected by the constraint and event monitoring of the
Web-Flow MaX component. It observes all messages that are sent or received by the
process engine during process execution.
The optional condition part of a rule is used to check the various quality constraints
and to specify additional conditions, e.g. on Web-Flow logging information or metadata, that need to hold so that an event results in an exception. This can be useful to express
context-dependent constraints. We use a query processor of a database engine to check
metadata, input and result constraints. The violation of a response time constraint can
be detected by the monitoring component if no response is received for a synchronous
service call until the deadline has expired. An execution constraint specifying a maximal number of re-trials is checked using Web-Flow logging information.
The action part specifies how an exception should be handled. Possibilities include
delegating exception handling to the respective process, manual reaction, search for an
alternative web service, invocation of a particular web service, process abort, and dynamic adaptation of the calling process, e.g. by adding/deleting activities. In Web-Flow,
a default rule is created for each dynamic quality constraint specifying that a user has
to be notified if the constraint is violated. These rules can be manually edited to specify
alternative automatic reactions.
Fig. 3 shows an example rule specifying that an alternative service operation (operation B of service 2) should be called if the result constraint named RC1 (Fig. 2) is
violated and the service has already been called two times. Rule priorities (PRIORITY
part) are used to determine the order of rule execution if several rules apply per event
(1 = highest priority).
Event processing includes logging the event and checking all relevant rules. This is
performed as soon as an event is detected by the constraint and event monitoring component of the Web-Flow MaX. If a rule is found for an event specifying an automatically executable action Web-Flow will execute this action. If execution fails a manual
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Fig. 3. Sample exception handling rule

reaction is needed.
To reduce the dependence on manual exception handling we intend to evaluate all
logged successful exception handling steps. When an exception occurs asking for a
manual reaction (e.g. due to the default rule for quality constraints), the logged information should be searched to present the actions taken in similar exception cases in the
past to the user. One difficulty with this step is to find appropriate metrics for similarity
of exceptions, e.g. taking into account the service called, parameter values etc.

5 Conclusion and Future Work
To support a high execution quality of web-service-based cooperative processes dynamic handling of exceptions is needed. The Web-Flow approach presented in this paper is based on the specification of a variety of quality constraints for heterogeneous and
autonomous web services. A rule-based monitoring and exception handling component
automatically deals with many exceptions such as the violation of quality constraints or
service faults.
We are currently implementing the monitoring, exception handling and logging algorithms of the Web-Flow MaX component. We intend to evaluate the approach not
only in cross-organizational processes in the e-business domain but also in distributed
health care scenarios.
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